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Colombia Uganda Bangladesh
The 
Philippines

Bank  Led MNO Led Bank Led Hybrid

2.74 Mn Users 14.2 Mn Users 16.1 Mn registered 
Users

8 Mn registered 
Users

44 % Growth in 
transactions 2012-13

121% Growth in 
registered users 
2012-13

513% Growth in
registered users 
2012-13

34% Growth in 
registered users 
2012-13

Predominantly bill pay Primarily P2P P2P-OTC driven Salary and P2P
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Demand Side

Supply Side

Regulators and 
Experts

698 Users & 50 Non-Users
FDGs and Individual interviews

16 DFS Providers, 37 Agents, 
8 Banks and 5 ANMs

9 Regulators and 11 DFS 
Experts

Research Coverage 
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What are the Customers Worried About? (1/2)

Risks Uganda Bangladesh Philippines Colombia

Service Downtime

Agent Liquidity 

PIN Security

Customer Recourse

Wrong Transactions 

Agent Overcharges 

Unclear  Pricing

Transparency 

Unsecure Locations 

Agent Unavailability 

Fake Money 

Fake Messages 

Losing Phone and Money 

Agent Misbehaviour 

Untrustworthy Agents 

LEGEND: Moderate RiskHigh Risk
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What are the Customers Worried About? (2/2)

Category Risks

Appropriate Business Conduct
Service Downtime

Agent Liquidity

Data Privacy and Protection PIN Security

Customer Recourse

Customer Support 

Wrong Transactions

Agent Overcharging

Transparency Unclear Pricing
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Appropriate Business Conduct: Service Downtime

� Service downtime is service denial and has led to widespread concerns.

� The build up of “trust” is taking time and it will be a challenge to introduce other 
products. This is caused on account of :
� Failed transactions
� Delayed transactions
� Unconfirmed transactions
� Multiple transactions 

� Customers face the following challenges:
� Potential fraud
� Money is blocked 
� Loss of time
� Visiting multiple agent locations 
� Not being able to transact in emergency 

situations

YES, 
54%

NO, 
46%

Faced Network Issues

84.9%

62.7%

9.6%

Proportion in Each Country 
(yes)

Uganda PhilippinesBangladesh

“In the last two years, I have lost around
UGX 800,000 (USD 320) due to network
fluctuations”-DFS Agent
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Appropriate Business Conduct: Agent Liquidity

� Instances of agents going out of cash, or not having sufficient e-float, are not 
uncommon. 

� Challenges for customers are:
� Wait till agent receives or arranges cash
� Visit multiple agents to withdraw cash or conduct transaction
� Lose time and / or money
� Live with the stress that transaction maybe denied in an emergency

“When I am short of liquidity I call my friend in
town and tell him to do a transaction for me. I ask
customers to tell the PIN to him over phone. Then
once the transaction is through I hand over cash to
the customer here in the village. Later, we
reconcile among ourselves”-DFS Agent

“Sometimes you roam around entire Lira (city in
north Uganda) and you will not get float”-DFS
Customer



� Customers usually do not change their PIN 
frequently, and chose a PIN that is easy 
to remember (1234; 0000 etc.). 
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Data  Privacy : PIN Security

� People share PIN with agents and family members
for reasons of:

� Trust

� Network down-time

� Proxy transactions

� Difficulty in conducting transactions

� Risk of erroneous transactions

� In many cases, it is the agent who sets 
the PIN.

� Customers are aware about PIN 
security but have to make compromises.

“Out of my 60 customers around 50
will have simple pin codes in the
format of 1111, 2222 etc. Out of these
22 and 55 are very common. So it is
not difficult to steal the phone and
unlock the MM pin.”-DFS Agent

“Kid shouts in middle of the crowd
that PIN code is XXXX and ask to
urgently give money.” –DFS Agent
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Recourse:  Customer Support

� Customer support systems are not
effective.

� Customers complain of long waiting
time even after which complaint
may not be resolved.

� In instances, customers are being
charged for calling help-lines.

"What happens is that you call
the bank and fall asleep because
nobody answers.” - Colombian
user

“When you knew that the network
is down, you should not have
conducted the transaction. Why
did you do it?”- Response from a
Uganda call center staff.

“I get scared when I go past the
service centre. So many people are
huddled around the customer care
executive with complaints. This
looks scary to me and prohibits me
from becoming a MM user” - DFS
Non User
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Recourse: Wrong Transactions

� Money goes to an unintended recipient. 

� It is difficult, if not impossible, to recover
one’s funds after sending to a wrong number.

� Service providers, such as Airtel Uganda and
DBBL Bangladesh, have an additional level of
check.

� Even if number does not exist, money will be
debited from users account (one DFS provider in
Bangladesh).

“I erroneously sent UGX 50,000
(USD 20) to a MTN customer who
refused to refund it. I had to
accept that I had made a loss”-
DFS Customer

“Wrong transactions and suspense
account manipulations have cost UGX
15 Bn (USD 6 Mn) to MTN”- Newspaper
Reports, The Observer
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Appropriate Business Conduct: Agent Overcharging

� Overcharging is being practiced by agents in Bangladesh, Uganda and the 
Philippines. Usually customers do not complain because:
� Dependency on agents for transactions
� Close social relations/ neighbour
� Where to complain (agent is the first, and maybe only, recourse in most cases!)

� Overcharging is more prevalent in rural areas. 

� Customers  response - (sub-optimal) methods to avoid being overcharged
� If options exist, they move away from agent channel
� If urban areas, they try another agent
� Reduce frequency of transactions

“I want to cash out only Tk200 (USD 2.5) for my use, but because
agent does not allow this, I am forced to withdraw more than Tk500
(USD 6.5). So the balance money lies with me which can be unsafe”-
DFS Respondent, Bangladesh



� Not enough communication about pricing in
Uganda, Bangladesh and the Philippines.
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Transparency: Unclear Pricing

� Percentage commission makes low value 
transactions unattractive for agents, 
leading to service denial (Bangladesh). 

� Convergence of providers setting up
opportunities for arbitrage.

“Why charge for withdrawing one’s
own money? Even the bank does not do
this”– DFS Respondent

“Consumer, right now, has no say in
fixation of tariff. It is a small market
with not so many players.”- DFS
Provider Uganda
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Points to Ponder

Regulators

Customers??
Service 

Providers

Accountability??



Thank You!

14MicroSave
Market-led solutions for financial services 


